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B-dot and D-dot Sensors for (Sub)Nanosecond
High-Voltage and High-Current Pulse Measurements

T. Huiskamp, F. J. C. M. Beckers, E. J. M. van Heesch and A. J. M. Pemen

Abstract—In this paper, we present a large-bandwidth, high-
current and high-voltage measuring system for pulse measure-
ments in pulsed power systems. The developed sensors can be
easily calibrated, require no extensive (3D) modeling, are very
compact, are inexpensive, and have a bandwidth of up to several
GHz. Moreover, they can be used in any pulsed power system
where a pulse source is connected to its load by a coaxial cable
(without disturbing the coaxial geometry).

We developed this sensor system for use with our nanosecond
pulse source system. The type of sensors we used are D-
dot and B-dot sensors, which are compactly mounted on the
coaxial cable that connects our nanosecond pulse source to its
load. This enables us to measure the characteristics of each
sensor very precisely with a vector network analyzer. With
these characteristics — combined with the characteristics of the
measuring cable assembly — we can numerically reconstruct the
voltage and current waveforms that passed the sensor positions.
Our calibration approach, the mounting on the coaxial cable
and the post-processing of the results make these sensors very
flexible. While we use the sensors for energy measurements,
camera triggering and the general measurement of the pulses,
other researchers can use these type of sensors as well in any
system where a (coaxial) cable connects a pulse source to its load.

Index Terms—Sensors systems, high-voltage techniques, pulsed
power systems, nanosecond pulses

I. INTRODUCTION

SENSORS for high-voltage and high-current measurements
are an essential ingredient for the successful operation of

many pulsed power systems [1]. Unfortunately, commercially
available current and voltage probes are expensive and often
not suitable for all applications. When high bandwidths are re-
quired simultaneously with the need to measure high currents
and high voltages, available probes can often not be used.
For these applications, researchers construct their own current
and/or voltage sensors. The advantages of these sensors are
that they are relatively cheap, can be very accurate and can
be designed such that they meet all the requirements for a
particular measurement. However, a significant disadvantage
of these homemade sensors is that the calibration can be
difficult. This calibration often requires extensive (3D EM)
modeling because no other sensors are available to verify
if the signals from the homemade sensors are accurate. A
further disadvantage is that these sensors only operate in a
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certain regime [2]. In this paper, we present a large bandwidth,
high-current and high-voltage measuring system that can be
easily calibrated, requires no (3D) modeling, is very compact,
is inexpensive, and has a bandwidth of up to several GHz.
Moreover, it can be used in any pulsed power system where
a pulse source is connected to its load by a coaxial cable
(without disturbing the coaxial geometry).

A. Motivation
Recently, we designed and implemented an adjustable pulse

duration (0.5–10 ns), adjustable output voltage (±0–50 kV),
subnanosecond rise time (<200 ps) nanosecond pulse source
for transient plasma generation [3]–[5]. We required large-
bandwidth, high-current and high-voltage sensors for the mea-
surement of the output pulses of the pulse source. These
measurements would allow us to measure the plasma energy.
Furthermore, using one of the sensor signals, we would obtain
a reliable trigger for the camera with which we imaged the
plasma on subnanosecond time scales [6]–[8].

The expected voltages and currents in the nanosecond
pulse source system exceed 80 kV and 1 kA respectively at
a rise time of several hundreds of picoseconds (several GHz
bandwidth). Therefore, we faced the same challenge as many
researchers before us: finding suitable sensors to measure these
currents and voltages.

In pulsed-power technology a number of different types of
sensors are generally used. For pulsed-power measurements,
high-voltage probes and current sensors are commercially
available [9]–[12]. However, these components are expensive
and often not suitable for higher frequencies. Commercial
current monitors are available up to several GHz bandwidth,
but these systems can only measure a low current (up to several
ampere). Furthermore, most of the commercially available
components are bulky and cannot easily be implemented
in compact setups. Therefore, homemade sensors such as
D-I (Differentiating-Integrating) systems, capacitive voltage
probes, Rogowski coils [13]–[18] or even electro-optic probes
are often employed [19], [20].

Fast types of capacitive and inductive sensors are D-dot and
B-dot sensors respectively [2], [21]–[23]. They are simple in
design, can be made very compact and can measure large
signals up to very high frequencies. It is these type of
sensors that we will employ to measure the pulses from our
nanosecond pulse source. The design of the D-dot and B-
dot sensors that we present in this paper were motivated by
the excellent results that were achieved with these type of
designs in [22] and [2]. A first version of the D-dot version
we developed was already presented in [4].
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Fig. 1. A simplified representation of our nanosecond pulse source setup.
The setup of many pulsed power systems is similar.

B. Paper Organization

After this introduction, we explain the principle of operation
of the sensors in Section II, followed by their design in
Section III and the complete measurement setup in Section IV.
We then show an application example of the developed sensors
in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

A. Nanosecond Pulse Source Setup

Figure 1 shows a simplified version of our nanosecond pulse
source setup. The nanosecond pulse source (presented in detail
in [5]) is connected to its load (a plasma reactor) by a coaxial
cable. Most pulsed power systems can be presented in this way,
which reinforces our claim that the sensors that we present in
this paper can be useful for many researchers.

The question is: where to place the sensors? At the source,
on the cable, or at the load? Sensors are often placed at the
source or at the load, but we already mentioned that calibration
can then become difficult, especially at the high bandwidth we
require. For instance, in [2] D-dot sensors were successfully
placed inside the pulse forming line of a triaxial Blumlein-
line nanosecond pulse source to monitor the pulse forming
process. However, the researchers required extensive 3D EM
modeling to calibrate the sensors. Furthermore, the pulses from
that nanosecond pulse source had a rise time one order of
magnitude longer than our pulses.

Because of the high-frequency nature of our pulses, re-
flections at the load will occur in the case of a load that
is not perfectly matched. In our case, the load is a plasma
reactor and is therefore unmatched. Placing sensors in the
plasma reactor — thereby placing the sensors exactly where
the reflections occur — makes the measurements difficult to
unravel because the incoming pulse overlaps with the reflected
pulse. In addition, the calibration of these sensors still require
extensive modeling (because no other sensors exist to calibrate
the homemade sensors with).

The significant advantage of our B-dot and D-dot sensors
is that we mount them on the coaxial cable instead of in the
source or the load. In this way, we can easily calibrate the
sensors with a vector network analyzer (VNA). Therefore, we
require no 3D EM modeling and obtain some important other
advantages which we will point out in the next sections.

B. D-dot sensor

The D-dot sensor is a capacitively coupled electrode that
measures the voltage created by the displacement current
between the high-voltage electrode and the D-dot sensor
electrode [2], [21]. This current is the derivative of the voltage
on the high-voltage electrode.

In Section III we will show the design of the D-dot and
B-dot sensors in detail. For the theoretical analysis in the next

CDdot
VDdot

ZcableCpar

VHV

CDdot

Cpar

VHV

Measuring cable

SA24272 inner conductor
SA24272 insulation

D-dot sensor
body SMA connector

Sensor tip

Fig. 2. A cut-away drawing of one of the D-dot sensors (compare with Fig. 4b
and c) showing the equivalent electrical circuit. The circuit has a high-voltage
part (CDdot) and a low-voltage part (Cpar in parallel with Zcable) which
form a voltage divider.

part it is only necessary to know that we placed the sensors in
a compact metal body that is clamped onto the coaxial cable (a
50-Ω SA24272 cable1 in our case). The sensors are made with
SMA bulkhead connectors and couple to the inner electrode
of the coaxial cable through small holes we made in the outer
conductor of the cable.

Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the D-dot sensor in its metal body
and the electrical equivalent circuit of the D-dot sensor system.
Here VDdot is the voltage from the D-dot sensor, VHV is the
voltage on the inner conductor of the SA24272 cable, Zcable

is the impedance of the measuring cable, Cpar is the parasitic
capacitance from the D-dot sensor electrode to ground, and
CDdot is the capacitance from the D-dot sensor electrode to
the inner conductor of the SA24272 cable. This system is a
voltage divider of which the impedance of the high-voltage
part is

1

jωCDdot
(1)

and the impedance of the low-voltage part is

Zcable

jωZcableCpar + 1
. (2)

The transfer function of the system HDdot(jω) then becomes

HDdot(jω) =
VDdot

VHV
=

jωZcableCDdot

jωZcable(CDdot + Cpar) + 1
. (3)

Usually, D-dot sensors are operated either in a regime
where jωZcable(CDdot + Cpar) � 1 or in a regime where
jωZcable(CDdot + Cpar) � 1. In the first regime (high fre-
quency) the output voltage of the D-dot sensor is proportional
to VHV. This regime is generally called the self-integrating
regime [26], [27]. In the second regime (low frequency)
the output voltage of the D-dot sensor is proportional to
dVHV

dt . This regime is called the differentiating regime. In
most cases, D-dot sensors are designed in such a way that
they operate in one of these two regimes because then the
measurements can be easily converted to the high-voltage
signal with either a passive integrator and a calibration factor
for the differentiating sensor, or just a calibration factor for the

1The SA24272 cable was manufactured by Suhner (later Huber-Suhner).
It was used at Eindhoven University of Technology at the end of the 1980s
and the beginning of the 1990s for low-loss signal transport [24], [25]. A
technical data sheet of the SA24272 cable is included as an appendix in [24].
A comparable cable in today’s market would be for instance the LMR-1700
cable from Times Microwave.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the B-dot sensor circuit (compare with
Fig. 4b and d). The pulsed current IHV generates a magnetic field which is
partly picked up by the loop of the B-dot sensor. This induces a voltage in
the sensor circuit.

self-integrating sensor. However, this puts design constraints
on the sensors and requires thorough calculation, calibration
and/or 3D EM simulations to design and operate the sensors.
The advantage of our D-dot sensor is that it is mounted on
a cable for which N-connectors are available. This allows us
to precisely measure the transfer function with a VNA. This
greatly simplifies the calibration of the sensors and ensures a
very good calibration result, as we will show in Section IV-A.

C. B-dot sensor

A first implementation of the D-dot sensor was found to
be suitable to measure the high-voltage pulses from the pulse
source and served mainly as a “proof of concept” for this
measuring technique and was presented in [4]. However, we
also need to be able to measure the current associated with
the high-voltage pulses to be able to measure the power and
the energy of the pulse. Especially in plasma experiments is
crucial to know how much energy is dissipated by the plasma.
A suitable sensor to measure the current is the B-dot sensor
[22], [23].

The B-dot sensor is an inductively coupled sensor. It is a
small loop which picks up part of the magnetic field that is
generated by the pulse as it passes the sensor position. The
loop is again connected to an SMA bulkhead connector (see
Section III).

Fig. 3 shows a sketch of the B-dot sensor in its metal
body and the electrical equivalent circuit of the B-dot sensor
system. Here VBdot is the voltage from the B-dot sensor, IHV

is the current through the inner conductor of the SA24272
cable, Vind is the induced voltage along the B-dot electrode,
Iout is the current in the B-dot sensor electrode, Zcable is
the impedance of the measuring cable, L is the inductance of
the B-dot sensor electrode, and M is the mutual inductance
between the B-dot sensor electrode and the conductors of the
SA24272 cable. The induced voltage in the B-dot sensor is

Vind = M
dIHV

dt
. (4)

Furthermore, we have

VBdot = IoutZcable. (5)

The equation that describes the equivalent circuit of the B-dot
sensor is found by applying the Kirchhoff voltage law:

M
dIHV

dt
= L

dIout
dt

+ ZcableIout. (6)

From this equation the transfer function of the B-dot sensor
is found as

HBdot(jω) =
VBdot

IHV
=

jωM

jω L
Zcable

+ 1
. (7)

From this equation we see that the B-dot sensor is self-
integrating when jω L

Zcable
� 1 and that it is working in the

differentiating regime when jω L
Zcable

� 1. Just as with the
D-dot sensor, it is not important in which regime our B-dot
operates because we can measure the entire transfer function
directly with the VNA.

III. DESIGN

To be able to measure voltage and current at the same posi-
tion, we integrated two B-dot sensors and two D-dot sensors
into the same sensor body. The reason we used two sensors of
each type in the sensor body is to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio of the measurements. Small amounts of oscilloscope
noise will be integrated during the numerical processing of the
data and will result in low-frequency oscillations and offsets
which are difficult to remove. With two sensors capturing the
same signal, we can average the results and the noise will be
halved, resulting in a cleaner output signal.

Besides oscilloscope noise we will experience some small
amount of interference from the experiment itself. This is
present as a common-mode signal on the measuring cables
which — despite numerous precautions — proves difficult
to remove altogether. In the case of the D-dot sensors this
problem is solved by increasing the sensor area and thus in-
creasing the output voltage of the sensors (while retaining the
same level of interference). The disadvantage of this method
is that besides increasing CDdot, Cpar will also increase. This
results in a lower cut-off frequency above which the sensor will
start to behave as a self-integrating sensor. Here the flexibility
of our approach becomes apparent because we are able to
measure the entire transfer function with the VNA and are able
to correct for it in the frequency domain. Therefore, a sensor
that works both in the differentiating and the self-integrating
regime is not a problem for our method.

For the B-dot sensors, the problem of interference is solved
by an opposite orientation of the second B-dot sensor. This
results in a positive output voltage on the first B-dot sensor
and a negative output voltage on the second B-dot sensor when
a pulse passes. We then subtract the signals to obtain an output
signal with half the oscilloscope noise and no interference (the
interference from both sensors cancels).

Figure 4 shows the sensor body. It is a brass body and can be
mounted onto the SA24272 cable by a clamping mechanism.
The D-dot sensors consist of a metal electrode soldered onto
the tip of an SMA bulkhead connector (shown in Fig. 4b and
c). The B-dot sensors consist of metal loops soldered on one
end onto the tip of an SMA connector and on the other end to
the metal body (shown in Fig. 4b and d). Figures 4e and f show
the holes in the outer conductor of the coaxial cable and the
way the sensor body is clamped onto the cable respectively.

The tips of the two D-dot sensors are bigger than the first
implementation in [4] to achieve a higher output voltage and
thereby decrease the influence of experimental interference.
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(a)

D-dot 1

D-dot 2

B-dot 1

B-dot 2

(b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4. (a) The sensor body with two D-dot sensors and two B-dot sensors.
(b) Cut-away drawing of the sensor body with the D-dot and B-dot sensors
indicated. (c) A view of the D-dot sensor. The sensor electrode is significantly
larger than in the previous D-dot sensor of [4]. (d) A view of the B-dot sensor.
It is a small loop that picks up part of the magnetic field generated by the
nanosecond pulse. (e) The holes that we made in the outer conductor of the
SA24272 cable to fit the sensors. (f) The sensor body can be mounted on the
SA24272 cable via a clamp construction.

The B-dot and D-dot sensors are mounted on the long
SA24272 cable that is connected to the final implementation
of the nanosecond pulse source. The cable is around 28 m long
and connects the pulse source to the plasma reactor that is used
in our plasma experiments (see [6]). The reason the cable is
so long is to increase the transit time of the pulses, so that
we can trigger a camera (which has an internal delay) in our
plasma imaging experiments. On this cable we mounted three
sensor bodies. Two bodies with two B-dot sensors and two D-
dot sensors each and one body with just one B-dot sensor and
one D-dot sensor. This last body is mounted at the output of
the pulse source. It has only one sensor of each type because
it will only be used to measure the voltage from the pulse
source and not for energy measurements. The B-dot sensor in
this body will be used to trigger the camera in our plasma

Nanosecond
pulse source Load

SA24272 cable

D5, B5

D3, D4

B3, B4

D1, D2

B1, B2

0.2m 0.4m

1.7m

28m

Fig. 5. The final sensor configuration. The sensor body with only one D-dot
and B-dot sensor is placed at the pulse source side. The two sensor bodies
with two D-dot and two B-dot sensors are placed near the load.

N-connector N-connector

Port 1 Port 2 Port 3SA24272 cable

Sensor body (2×D-dot & 2×B-dot)

Fig. 6. Drawing of the calibration setup. The SA24272 cable is fitted with
N-connectors so that it can be connected to the vector network analyzer. Port
2 of the network analyzer is connected to one of the sensors on the sensor
body. The other sensors bodies are not shown in this drawing.

imaging experiments. The other two bodies are mounted near
the load and can be used for plasma energy measurements.
The entire sensor configuration is shown in Fig. 5.

IV. MEASUREMENT SETUP

A. Calibration

We used a VNA to calibrate the B-dot and D-dot sensors and
then used a reed-relay pulse source to verify the calibration.
We calibrated the sensors before the SA24272 cable was
installed into the nanosecond pulse source. We connected N-
connectors to both sides of the SA24272 cable and connected
them and the SMA connector of one of the sensors to a
Rohde&Schwarz ZVB20 VNA. Fig. 6 shows to which ports
of the VNA the cable assembly was connected. The transfer
function of each sensor is now determined by measuring the
S12-parameters of the setup. We measured 1001 points in
the frequency range of 10 MHz–4 GHz and averaged over 64
sweeps for each measurement. Since the sensor bodies are
all close to either Port 1 or Port 3 (see Section IV-C) the
dispersion in the SA24272 cable can be neglected (see the
section on dispersion in the SA24272 cable in [3]).

Fig. 7 shows the results of the measurements. We measured
the S-parameters of the sensors up to 4 GHz. The results show
that all sensors operate partly in the differentiating regime and
partly in the self-integrating regime in this frequency range.
The lower frequency limit of the VNA is 10 MHz and it has
a usable SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) of about 90 dB. This
explains the results below 100 MHz in Fig. 7.

Besides the measured amplitude of the S12 parameters, the
figures also show the fitted transfer functions. We used Eq. 3
and 7 and a value of 50 Ω for Zcable for the fitting. Table I
shows the accompanying sensor parameters. Because of the
lower frequency limit and the SNR of the VNA we will use
the fitted transfer function in our measurements.

The differences between D-dot sensors D1–D4 are caused
by slight differences in the sizes of the sensor heads and
the mounting positions. The sensors are very sensitive for
these minute differences. The same is true for B-dot sensors
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Fig. 7. Magnitude of S12 of the D-dot and B-dot sensor measurements and
the fitted values for (a) D1, D2, B1 and B2, (b) D3, D4, B3 and B4, and (c)
D5 and B5. (The artifact at around 2GHz in each transfer function turned out
to be measuring artifact introduced by one of the cables we used to connect
the SA24272 cable to the VNA.)

B1–B4. The differences between D-dot sensor D5 and the
rest and B-dot sensor B5 and the rest result from a slightly
different design. Here the advantage of our calibration method
is very apparent: the slight geometrical differences between
the individual sensors have no influence on the calibration

TABLE I
FITTED SENSOR PARAMETERS

D-dot CDdot Cpar B-dot M L
D1 5.75 fF 1.5 pF B1 0.70 pH 71 pH
D2 5.75 fF 1.5 pF B2 0.75 pH 73 pH
D3 2.2 fF 1.75 pF B3 0.63 pH 68 pH
D4 3.0 fF 1.9 pF B4 0.75 pH 78 pH
D5 1.75 fF 0.84 pF B5 0.39 pH 40 pH
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Fig. 8. Normalized D-dot voltage when the reed-relay pulse source is
connected to the oscilloscope (at a lower voltage) and when the same pulse
is measured by the D-dot sensor.

(which would not be true when the calibration is obtained
from modeling results).

The output voltages of the B-dot sensors can be as high as
several hundreds of volts when the nanosecond pulse source
is operated at high voltages. The output voltages of the D-dot
sensors are tens of volts and therefore significantly higher as
compared with the first D-dot sensor in [4]. The penalty for
this higher output voltage is that the frequency above which
the sensors enter the self-integrating regime is now within
the bandwidth that we need for our measurements. This can
be seen in the transfer function of all the sensors in Fig. 7
as the bend in the straight line at around 2 GHz. However,
because we carefully fitted the transfer function of the sensors,
this is not a problem. Another potential disadvantage of the
bigger sensors is that all sensor parameters are higher (bigger
capacitances and inductances), which lowers the point at which
the sensors can start to oscillate. However, as we can see
from the measurements in Figs. 7a–c there are no oscillations
visible, so the upper frequency limit of our sensors is at least
4 GHz. When we measured the S12 parameters of the sensors
up to a higher frequency it seemed that the sensors started
to oscillate in the 6–8 GHz frequency range, which is much
higher than the frequency range we will operate the sensors
in.

We tested all sensors with a reed-relay pulse source to
verify the fitted transfer functions. This is a Blumlein pulse
source which is switched by a mercury wetted reed-relay [28].
This pulse source is able to generate very fast pulses with a
rise-time of several hundreds of picoseconds and a voltage
amplitude of up to around 750 V. We performed one mea-
surement at a charging voltage of 5 V with the output of the
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Fig. 9. Attenuation of the cables and connectors between the sensors and
the oscilloscope, part of which are in the EMC cabinet. We used four cable
systems (one each for each oscilloscope channel).

reed-relay pulse source connected directly to the oscilloscope.
Then we generated the same pulse at a higher voltage, but
now connected to the N-connector of Port 1 in Fig. 6. A 0–
4 GHz 50 Ω load was connected at Port 3. The output of the
sensor under test was captured by the oscilloscope (via a very
short measuring cable) and numerically integrated using the
inverse of the fitted transfer function from Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows
the normalized result together with the normalized result of
the 5 V measurement directly on the oscilloscope for one of
the D-dot sensors. The figure shows that we can measure
correctly with this sensor. The results of the other sensors
showed similar excellent agreement.

B. Measuring Cable Response

When the nanosecond pulse source is operated, all mea-
suring equipment will be situated in an EMC cabinet [29].
Therefore, the sensors have to be connected by a long cable
to the EMC cabinet. With the VNA, we measured the S12-
parameters of the entire cable assembly from the sensors to
the oscilloscope, including the cable inside the EMC cabinet
and all the adapters and connectors. Fig. 9 shows the results
for four identical cable assemblies (one for each oscilloscope
channel). It is clear that we have to correct for this attenuation.

Due to the BNC connectors on the oscilloscope the upper
frequency limit of our cable assemblies is around 2 GHz,
which is evident from the oscillations (and differences between
the cable assemblies) that start above this frequency. There-
fore, the upper frequency limit of our system is 2 GHz at the
moment, but can be extended to 6–8 GHz (the upper frequency
limit of the sensors themselves) if we would use connectors
suited for higher frequencies in our cable assemblies and a
suitable oscilloscope.

Fig. 10 shows the effect of the attenuation of the measuring
cable attenuation on a measured 8-ns pulse from our nanosec-
ond pulse source and what happens when we correct for it.
Especially the high frequencies in the pulse are influenced,
which results in a change of measured rise-time from 200 ps
to 175 ps and a higher pulse amplitude when we correct for
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Fig. 10. Output voltage of the nanosecond pulse source for a 8-ns pulse as
measured by the D-dot sensor when it is corrected and not corrected for the
attenuation of the measuring cable assembly.
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Fig. 12. The raw D-dot sensor signal as captured by the oscilloscope. It is
the raw waveform for the results of Fig. 10.

the attenuation. Clearly, we need to correct for the attenuation.
We implement this correction by transforming the measured
signal to the frequency domain and dividing by the measured
cable assembly S12 parameters, as we will show in the next
part.

C. Total Measurement Setup

The total experimental setup and the numerical process that
is used in all the measurements with the sensors is shown in
Fig. 11 for a D-dot sensor (the method is the same for the
B-dot sensors).

The oscilloscope (LeCroy 3-GHz 20-GS·s−1 WavePro
7300A2) captures the waveform from the D-dot sensor via an
attenuator. The attenuator has a flat transfer function (within
0.05 dB of the specified value) up to at least 4 GHz (measured
with the VNA). An example of a raw signal is shown in

2With the very short rise times of the nanosecond pulse source, we are
operating the oscilloscope at the limit of its bandwidth. However, tests with
a borrowed 30-GHz LeCroy oscilloscope confirmed that we can accurately
measure the signals from the D-dot and B-dot sensors with the WavePro
7300A.
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Fig. 11. The total experimental setup for the D-dot sensor measurements (the principle is the same for the B-dot sensor measurements). In the hardware part
the voltage pulse is measured by the D-dot sensor with the oscilloscope. The raw waveform is then processed in software and corrected for the measuring
cable attenuation (S12(jω)) and the sensor transfer function of the sensor (HDdot(jω)) in the frequency domain.

Fig. 12. It is the raw signal for the waveform shown in Fig. 10.
This raw waveform is then processed in Matlab [30]. The
first step is an offset correction and the correction for the
attenuator. Then the signal is transformed to the frequency
domain with the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) where the
cable correction with the inverse of the measured attenuation
S12 (Fig. 9) is applied. Subsequently the inverse of the fitted
transfer function of the D-dot sensor (Fig. 7) is applied before
converting the signal back to the time domain with the inverse
FFT (IFFT). The influence of the 1

S12(jω) -block was already
shown in Fig. 10.

We process the results of the sensor signals numerically
rather than passively in hardware because passive integrators
at the high frequencies are very difficult to construct [31], [32].
Furthermore, using such a high-frequency passive integrator
also requires the sensors to be perfectly differentiating up to
a high-frequency. We already showed that this is not the case
for our sensors.

D. Measurement Uncertainty

If we consider the entire setup, some measurement un-
certainties are introduced. First, the BNC-connections on the
oscilloscope introduce an estimated systematic uncertainty of
up to 0.5%. Second, thermal expansion of the cables and the
sensors introduce a variable (depending on the temperature)
estimated uncertainty of up to 0.1%. Third, the uncertainty
of the VNA measurement (introduced by the VNA itself, but
also the fitting of the transfer functions) might be as high as
1%. Finally, the 8-bit vertical resolution of the oscilloscope
introduces a further uncertainty of some percent. Whenever
possible we use averaging of pulses to decrease the uncer-
tainty of the oscilloscope, but the total estimated uncertainty
introduced by the entire measurement setup can be as high
as 5%. This uncertainty could be at least halved by using a
higher resolution oscilloscope in future measurements.

V. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

In this section we will shortly present an application exam-
ple of the B-dot and D-dot sensors we developed.

One of the main challenges when applying the extremely
short pulses from our nanosecond pulse source to a plasma
reactor is to ensure that the energy from the pulses is efficiently
transferred to the plasma. We studied this matching process in

detail and the results are presented in [6], as well as in a future
paper. For this matching study we used the B-dot and D-dot
sensors to determine the energies in the system in detail.

With sensors D5 and B5 (refer to Fig. 5) we can measure
the energy from the pulse source, but then we would only
have two channels left on the 4-channel LeCroy WavePro
7300A oscilloscope for the plasma energy measurements and
we specifically integrated two sensors of each type in each
of the load-side sensor bodies to decrease the influence of
interference on our measurements. Likewise, with sensors D1,
D2, B1 and B2 we could measure the energy that is dissipated
by the plasma, but have no channels left to measure the
supplied energy by the nanosecond pulse source. The solution
to this problem is the use of sensors D3, D4, B3 and B4. We
purposely situated these sensors at a distance from the reactor
such that we can measure the incoming pulse as it arrives
and then measure the reflected pulse from the reactor with
enough time interval between these pulses (even at the 10-ns
pulse duration setting of the pulse source). In this way we can
calculate the plasma energy as the incoming energy minus the
reflected energy.

Figure 13 shows an example of an energy measurement,
starting with the measured voltage and current with sensors
D3–D4 and B3–B4 respectively in Fig. 13a. By using this
sensor position we can first see the complete 5-ns incident
pulse from the pulse source passing (notice that this would
still be the case for a 10-ns pulse). Figures 13b and 13c show
the corresponding power and energy calculated from these
waveforms.

The power and energy are calculated from the D-dot and
B-dot sensors with:

Power(t) = IB3−4
(t)VD3−4

(t). (8)

Energy(t) =

∫ t

0

Power(τ) dτ. (9)

We see in Fig. 13c that we can measure the total applied
energy to the reactor Etot by taking only the contribution of
the first incident pulse.

When the pulse passes the sensor position it encounters the
reactor and will partly reflect back to the pulse source and
partly transmit into the reactor (the plasma reactor is a coaxial
structure with a thin wire as the central electrode and a solid
metal grounded cylinder as the outer electrode). The vacuum
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Fig. 13. Example of an energy measurement with the D-dot and B-dot
sensors. (a) Voltage and current measured with sensors D3–D4 and B3–B4

respectively. We see the incident pulse and its reflection on the plasma reactor
as well as the attenuated pulse that traveled up and down the reactor. (b) The
power of the pulse in (a). (c) The energy calculated from the power in (b).

impedance of the reactor is higher than the cable impedance,
so the reflected pulse will be positive. This is the reflected
pulse as indicated in Fig. 13a.

The part of the pulse that is transmitted into the reactor
propagates up and down the reactor, generating plasma, and

transmits back into the SA24272 cable. This is the third,
attenuated peak in Fig. 13a. It is severely attenuated and
dispersed by the plasma. Part of the pulse inside the reactor
will also reflect back into the reactor instead of transmitting
into the SA24272 cable, but this part diminishes over time.

If we look at Fig. 13c then we see that the reflected pulse
causes a sharp decrease in energy because the energy of the
reflected pulse moves in the opposite direction of the incident
pulse. This opposite direction is also apparent from the current
in Fig. 13a. The attenuated pulse from the reactor decreases
the energy even more. After this time the energy is stable. The
energy that is measured at this point is the energy that is ‘left’
in the reactor and is therefore the energy that was dissipated by
the plasma. This energy is indicated by E1. We can now use
Etot and E1 to calculate the efficiency of the energy transfer
of the pulses to the plasma.

We can perform all the energy measurements with just one
sensor body. This allows for the use of two D-dot sensors and
B-dot sensors for all measurements. This would not have been
possible with sensors D1, D2, B1 and B2.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a large-bandwidth, high-current
and high-voltage measuring system for pulse measurements in
pulsed power systems. The sensors can be easily calibrated,
require no extensive (3D) modeling, are very compact, are
inexpensive, and have a bandwidth of up to several GHz.
Moreover, they can be used in any pulsed power system where
a pulse source is connected to its load by a coaxial cable
(without disturbing the coaxial geometry).

We developed these sensors for use with our nanosecond
pulse source system. The type of sensors we used are D-dot
and B-dot sensors that are able to measure the voltage and
current through capacitive coupling and inductive coupling
respectively. For implementing these sensors we take advan-
tage of the option to compactly mount them on the SA242727
cable that connects our nanosecond pulse source to its load.
This enables us to measure the characteristics of each sensor
very precisely with a vector network analyzer. With these
characteristics we can numerically reconstruct the voltage and
current waveforms that passed the sensor positions.

We have three sensor bodies in total: two bodies with two D-
dot sensors and two B-dot sensors each near the load and one
sensor body with one of each type of sensor at the end of the
nanosecond pulse source. The employ of two sensors of each
type at the load side results in a lower influence of oscilloscope
noise and interference. The interference was further reduced by
using a differential B-dot system and by designing the sensors
in such a way that their output voltage is high compared to
the interference.

Calibration of the D-dot sensors and B-dot sensors showed
that the sensors are not purely working in the differentiating
regime. However, because we were able to measure the trans-
fer function of the sensors with the vector network analyzer,
this presented no issue. Furthermore, we showed a measure-
ment approach that partly relies on numerical processing. In
this process we have to correct for the measuring cable and
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the transfer function of the D-dot and B-dot sensors to obtain
very accurate results.

Finally, while we used the sensors for energy measurements,
camera triggering and the general measurement of the pulses,
other researchers can use these type of sensors as well in any
system where a (coaxial) cable connects a pulse source to its
load.
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